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I sometimes reimagine a restaurant meal as I am eating it—not because I think I know better than the chef, but 

because I know what flavors would elevate it for me. When my husband and I enjoyed anniversary brunch in a 

fancy-schmancy hotel dining room, we wondered, “why couldn’t we jazz up these steak tip benedicts with some 

bolder flavors and make it our own at home?”  

Our result was this tri-tip benedict—a toasted English muffin, topped with spinach that was sauteed with onions, 

thin slices of our zesty coffee-rubbed tri-tip steak, a poached runny egg and a generous draping of the roasted red 

pepper sauce we found in a New York Times recipe. We generally find restaurant portions too large, so our 

adaptation uses one English muffin for two servings. With so many satisfying toppings, you won’t leave hungry.   

INGREDIENTS 

Serves 2 

1 English muffin, split, toasted and buttered 

1 Tbsp. extra virgin olive oil 

1/4 onion, sliced thin  

1 fat handful baby spinach leaves 

About 4 oz. thinly sliced coffee-rubbed tri-tip steak* (see notes) 

2 large eggs, room temperature 

About 1/2 cup roasted red pepper sauce* 

*NOTES 

To enjoy the benedict this way, you would need to first cook the tri-tip steak according to the recipe on my blog. 

But if you have some steak leftover from a nice dinner out, you could slice that into the recipe instead. Start 

looking at your leftovers differently and you never know what kind of creations will happen in your kitchen.  

The roasted red pepper sauce is an extremely versatile recipe, and one that we have enjoyed across a variety of 

dishes. The recipe on my blog makes about 2 cups; this recipe only requires a portion of it.  

I don’t have much success with poached eggs, and I usually just do a quick steam-poach in a non-stick skillet. 

Follow your own kitchen rules, and if you have any tricks for poaching eggs, please share! 

INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Put a pot on to boil if you are poaching the eggs, as this will take some time to be ready. Crack each of the 

eggs into its own custard cup for easy slipping into the water. 

2. Slice the tri-tip into thin, even slices (so they will warm up easily) and set them aside. 

3. Heat a non-stick skillet over medium heat and swirl in the olive oil. Add the onions and baby spinach and 

sauté until most of the moisture is cooked out of the spinach. Remove the skillet from the heat and lay 

the slices of tri-tip on top of the spinach. Cover it to keep warm. Warm up the roasted red pepper sauce. 

4. Poach the eggs; drop the English muffin halves to toast them, and swipe a quick smear of butter across 

their nook-and-cranny surfaces if you wish. 

5. Start layering—first spinach, then tri-tip slices, the poached egg and, finally, the roasted red pepper sauce. 
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